Arvind Gupta
Toys from Trash
www.arvindguptatoes.com/toys.html

☑️ Step-by-Step
Photo Guide

☑️ Detailed
Worksheet

View One Minute Video at:
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=QTinvuiqsJY
Arvind Gupta
Toys from Trash
www.arvindguptatoys.com/toys.html

☑ Step-by-Step Photo Guide
☑ Detailed Worksheet

MATERIALS

SCISSORS

DRAGONFLY ON CARDSHEET

PAPER CLIPS

COLOUR PENCILS

GLUE
CUT BODY & WINGS OF DRAGONFLY

WINGS & BODY OF DRAGONFLY
COLOR WINGS OF DRAGONFLY

APPLY GLUE ON WINGS & STICK BODY
WINGS AND BODY OF DRAGONFLY GLUED TOGETHER

DRAGONFLY READY
Bend wings down and lift tail up

Balance dragonfly on bottle / pen stand
BALANCE TWO DRAGONFLIES ON STAND

BALANCE TWO DRAGONFLIES ON A BRANCH